The eternal landscape of your life by Gary Bate
You had a life before your current partner. You had a life before your current family. You had a life
before your kids. You had a life before your pets. You had a life before this lifetime.
Your future life won't feature anyone in your current life. It's a completely new life. New people,
new places, new family, new pets and maybe even a new planet.
Yet you hold on and you struggle to let go. Why is that?
Some people are even holding onto their dead parents, who are elsewhere now and have started
their new lives.
I find it interesting how we relate to people as their bodies and we still think of them as such, even
when their bodies have been buried or burned to ashes. The idea that we'll see them again or
recognise them in 'Heaven' is preposterous.
You have many new adventures ahead of you and they don't include anyone you currently know.
Your life is an eternal landscape of new adventures, even though you want to hold onto your current
status quo. It's your holding onto the past that stops you from moving forward...
So please try to enjoy what you have right now, because life only ever offers you 'right now' and
life is right now. As sure as tomorrow will come, it doesn't exist right now. You can worry about
tomorrow if you like, but it might turn out better if you don't give it your state on mind.
I admit it, I'm an unusual writer and I've never come across anyone who writes anything like me.
So where should we be (in our minds) right now and why aren't we there right now? We should be
in joy, the greatest feeling there is.
The reason why we're not there is twofold. Firstly, we don't know enough and that's because we
haven't desired to know more. “Beloved God, open me up to know” is all one has to say daily.
The second reason, is because this planet is heavily controlled by a malevolent force and this has
been the case forever and a day! This control is based 'off planet' in the Light and they have their
worshippers in the most powerful positions of power here.
The so-called 'Lords of the Light' not only control their realm, they also control this mirror realm.
When we journeyed from the Light (descended to here to take on a body for the experience of it);
they stayed behind because they are cowards. From there, they can view us, but we cannot view
them; unless we return there.
Our sustenance is what we ingest; their sustenance is is our emotional energy. Our World is always
in chaos because this is what feeds them. We get emotional and they're upon us! We die and they're
waiting to feast on our unresolved emotional memories. We are their fodder and they simply recycle
us to keep their food chain going...
They love the abuse (peadophelia) and the slaying (sacrifice) of the innocence. There is truth to the
stories of the rituals that occur here in the highest echelons of our World.
If you want to help dismantle this control structure, then banish these cowards through your mind
and I strongly suggest that you forward this to as many people as you can ~ Gary Bate of whatstress

